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Happy Valentines

"Each time you love, love as deeply as it were forever"

And here it is again, Valentine's Day. St. Valentines, who was believed to be based

on di�erent men, has created a mainly commercialized holiday. Nevertheless, it is

a wonderful day to stand still and think about all the important people in your life.

To tell them how much you care for them. How much you appreciate them.

Perhaps, now that lockdowns are lifting, you can even tell that special someone

how you feel face-to-face. A small gesture with big meaning. That is something,

that goes a very long way. 

The start of 2022 appears to be a markedly warmer than the usual winter time. A

smooth transition into spring which is just around the corner, with ships starting

to sail at the end of March. With the new season fastly approaching, we

are working hard to create the best o�ers for you for the coming seasons. We have
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joined the new year with more motivation than ever, ready to achieve new goals

and seize opportunities. 

Want to discuss all our availability and see how we can �t your river cruising

needs? Contact us on o� ce@cruise-commerce.com to schedule an appointment

and we will be happy to meet you face-to-face or online. 

River Cruises in 2022

Ms River Diamond ****+

Sailing along the Rhine, Moselle and Dutch & Belgian

Waterways

We are proud to present you our spacious and elegant MS River Diamond. The

135m ms River Diamond was built in 2007 and refurbished in 2018, o�ers many

unique innovations. Whether you would like to relax on the sun deck or stay active

in the gym, feel free to explore the many possibilities on board the spacious three-

deck ship. A variety of cruises on Dutch and Belgian waterways, and along the

Rhine and Moselle rivers, will cover everyone’s desires. Our special o�er includes

�exible conditions with no advanced deposits.

Highlights:

* Visit the Netherlands and Belgium in one cruise

* Experience the Floriade Expo which will be a living laboratory with numerous

inspirational exhibitions

* Explore attractive destinations in the Netherlands whilst the tulips are blooming
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* Indulge on a cruise along the memorable Rhine to and from Basel

* Enjoy a taste of the Moselle

Available dates

16.04.2022 / 5 nights / Amsterdam-Amsterdam - Easter Cruise Holland & Belgium

26.04.2022 / 5 nights / Amsterdam-Amsterdam - Tulip Cruise through the

Netherlands

01.05.2022 / 7 nights / Amsterdam-Basel - Sailing along the Rhine

08.05.2022 / 7 nights / Basel-Amsterdam - Sailing along the Rhine

15.05.2022 / 7 nights / Amsterdam-Basel - Sailing along the Rhine

10.07.2022 / 7 nights / Amsterdam-Basel - Sailing along the Rhine

All dates available for groups!

CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE

Ms Monarch Countess ****+

Available on the Seine with it inerary Paris-Paris

Seine cruises through France are a wonderful opportunity to explore the stunning

capital Paris, the beautiful scenery along the Seine River and the picturesque and

historical region of Normandy. In ‘the City of Light’ you will discover the true heart

of Paris’ rich history with architectural marvels like the Louvre, the Ei�el Tower and

the Notre Dame. From Paris, our beautiful ship the Countess, starts sailing along

the Seine River towards Le Havre. Enjoy delicious French wine, cheese and

beautiful scenery. Along the way, we will visit and discover the charming and

historical sites of Normandy, the cultural heritage, the Impressionists’ favorite

places, stunning nature and wonderful French cuisine. Don’t miss this chance!

HIGHLIGHTS

https://cruise-commerce.com/allocations/


* An unforgettable sailing along the Seine

* Discover all the beautiful sights the city of love has to o�er

* Indulge in a delicious food tasting

* Take a stroll through Giverny & Monet's Gardens

* A look back in time: the rich history of Normandy

Available dates

10.05.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Spring on the Seine

16.08.2022 / 6 nights / Paris-Paris - Summer on the Seine

22.08.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Summer on the Seine

29.08.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Summer on the Seine

17.10.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Autumn on the Seine

24.10.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Autumn on the Seine

All dates available for groups or charters! 

CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE

Ms Douro Cruiser ****

Available on the Douro with it inerary Porto-Porto
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The Douro Valley is characterised by its steep slopes and stunning wine terraces.

With good reason it has been listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. On our

cruise, you can explore the beauty of Porto’s architecture and travel back to the

Middle Ages in the charming cities of the Portuguese hinterland. In the Spanish

city of Salamanca, a “living museum”, you can practically touch history in the form

of centuries-old buildings. At the end of your cruise, the Portuguese capital of

Lisbon awaits; a modern metropolis with historical charm.

HIGHLIGHTS

* Colorful cities, picturesque villages and spectacular countryside – a diverse

cruise in the Portuguese sun

* Explore the Portuguese capital of Lisbon, one of the most beautiful cities on the

continent

* Salamanca, the oldest university town in Spain, with its golden city center

* Ready for all temperatures: ship with a pool for refreshing cooling in summer

* Treat yourself to local culinary delights

Available dates

19.06.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

26.06.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

03.07.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

10.07.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

21.08.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

28.08.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

04.09.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

11.09.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

23.10.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

30.10.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

06.11.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

13.11.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

All dates available for groups or charters!

CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE
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Did you know?

Where Dutch cruise in summer, they ice skate in winter

When waterways in the Netherlands freeze into glittering paths, overjoyed

residents take to the ice. Visitors can buy or rent a pair of noren (traditional long-

blade skates) to glide across town or take part in one of the country’s dozens of

"tochten", organized tours or races held throughout the nation’s 2,200 miles of

canals, such as the canals along the famous sight "Kinderdijk". 

The most famous race, for which the nationals have been waiting since 1997, is

the "Elfstedentocht" (eleven cities tour). When the temperature drops below zero

for a couple of days, the eleven cities fever starts to spread in the Netherlands. A

minimum ice thickness of 15 cm is required before the Koninklijke Vereniging De

Friesche Elf Steden (Royal Frisian Eleven Cities Association) will approve the ice-

skating tour. As the name says, the route of the world's longest ice skating

competition on natural ice runs through 11 Frisian cities in the North of the

Netherlands. The members of the association start in Leeuwarden early in the

morning. The ‘tour to end all tours’ starts when dawn is still hours away. The

fastest skaters take about 7 hours to complete the 200 kilometer track. Competitors

have until midnight to reach the �nish line.

In 2012 it came very close to another race when in February temperatures dropped

to -22.9 degrees. However, the temperature did not stick long enough for the ice to

thicken and the race to take place. Of course it did not stop the locals to hop on to

the ice for a day of fun!
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